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COPA® ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online 
forums in general aviation, the COPA® forums have hundreds 
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to absorb 
information or get any question answered.

MAGAZINE ARCHIVES: Past issues of COPA’s exclusive 
magazine can be downloaded from our website – a treasure-
trove of information.

TECHNICAL LIAISON ACTIVITIES: COPA’s Technical 
Liaisons regularly forward member issues to vendors and 
provide members with feedback on critical issues affecting 
Cirrus aircraft.

MEMBER ADVANTAGE PROGRAM: Provides benefits for 
COPA® Members through special access and relationships with 
companies that provide parts and services for Cirrus aircraft. 
Many providing special pricing and packages.

REGIONAL FLY-INS: Volunteer regional coordinators regularly 
announce one-day and weekend events where COPA® 
members will gather to socialize and meet face-to-face. Often 
held at attractive locations with special talks, tours, and activities.

ANNUAL MIGRATIONS: Each year in the U.S., hundreds of 
Cirrus aircraft gather to celebrate their heritage during a long 
weekend of excellent seminars, a vendor trade show and 
socializing. A European Migration is also held annually and 
attracts members from many countries. Attendees visit local 
landmarks at each specially chosen destination and attend a 
half-day educational seminar.

COPA® PILOT PROFICIENCY PROGRAM (CPPP): The most 
in-depth, two-day weekend training program available for Cirrus 
pilots. Scheduled throughout the year in both the United States, 
Europe and Australia. CPPP offers both ground-only or ground 
and flight sessions with seasoned certified Cirrus Standardized 
Instructor Pilots. Many members attend annually as part of their 
recurrent training. Now offering one-day classroom sessions.

MEMBER GUIDE COPA® CALENDAR

FOLLOW COPA ON SOCIAL MEDIA

We are the Cirrus Owners and Pilots Association (COPA®) 
– a not-for-profit membership organization established to 
educate, promote the safety of and support the owners and 
pilots of certified aircraft manufactured by Cirrus Aircraft 
Company. We encourage ownership of these aircraft and 
provide online interaction, training programs and social 
activities for our members. Additionally, COPA® will promote 
goodwill towards the general aviation community.

Founded in 2001, with over 6,000 members worldwide, COPA® 
is a volunteer-run organization completely independent of 
Cirrus Aircraft Company.

Open to all interested individuals. Dues are $95 per year, which 
includes a subscription to COPA® Pilot magazine as well as the 
benefits listed below. Join now by registering at cirruspilots.org 
or membership@cirruspilots.org.
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«

«

«

«

«

WHO IS COPA?

BECOME A MEMBER

SAFETY EVENTS

SOCIAL EVENTS

*specifies ground classes on Saturday and 8 flight training slots on 
Friday and 4 on Sunday

Please refer to the COPA website for the most up-to-date information.

To register for these events, go to: cpppevents.com

CPPPs

MAY 13-15, 2022 » Concord, CA (KCCR)

JUNE 24-26, 2022 » Chicago, IL (KDPA)

JUNE 24-26, 2022 » Avignon, France (LFMV)  
  (English and French language)

JULY 9-10, 2022* » Salzburg, Austria (LOWS)  
  (Mountain Flying Workshop)  
  (German language)

AUGUST 13, 2022* » Pella, IA (KPEA)

SEPTEMBER 9-11, 2022 » Baden-Baden, Germany (EDSB)  
  (English language)

SEPTEMBER 16-18, 2022 » Spokane, WA (KSFF)

OCTOBER 1, 2022* » Plymouth, MA (KPYM)

OCTOBER 29-30, 2022* » Eelde, Netherlands (EHGG)  
   (Avionics Workshop)  
  (English language)

NOVEMBER 2022 » Orange, NSW, Australia (YORG)  
  (English language)

CONTINENTAL FACTORY  » May 14, 2022 
TOUR 
Mobile, AL

EUROPEAN COPA » May 26-29, 2022 
MIGRATION
Le Castellet, Provence, France  

COPA MIGRATION » October 6-9, 2022 
Amelia Island, FL

http://www.traversaviation.com


The Cir rus Owners and Pi lots 

Association (aka, “COPA”) is a 501(c)7 

non-profit corporation dedicated to 

serving its members. COPA is not in 

any way affiliated with Cirrus Aircraft, 

the manufacturer. Cirrus is a registered 

trademark of Cirrus Aircraft. Copyright© 

2022, COPA® Pilot. All rights reserved. 

The act of making a submission for 

publication is an express warranty that 

such contribution does not infringe 

on the rights or copyright of others. 

Nothing appearing in COPA® Pilot shall 

be reproduced or distributed without 

the express permission of the publisher. 

Printed in the United States of America.

Articles submitted for publication by 

members may contain opinions or specific 

recommendations. Such opinions and 

recommendations are solely those of the 

author, and do not necessarily reflect the 

official viewpoint of COPA®. COPA® does 

not endorse any practice in violation of 

published FAA regulations or the aircraft 

POH/FOM.

Advertising in COPA® Pilot does 

not necessarily imply endorsement. 

Questions and requests for media kits 

should be directed to the Advertising 

Manager.
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PRESIDENT'S 
LETTER

Scott welcomes your feedback 

and can be reached at President@

CirrusPilots.org. You can also email 

the entire COPA Board at Directors@

CirrusPilots.org. 

SCOTT WILLIAMS began flying lessons 

in 1987 while attending United States Air 

Force ROTC at UCLA, and earned his 

private pilot certificate and instrument 

rating shortly thereafter. While on active 

duty, he completed his Commercial and 

MEL. Scott resigned his commission 

years later as a Captain in the reserves.

In 2006, Scott bought his first airplane, 

an SR20 G2, which he flew almost 2,000 

hours before upgrading to an SR22T in 

March 2022.

Professionally, Scott is an attorney prac-

ticing aviation and business law. He 

assists owners with aircraft purchase, 

sale, and co-ownership matters. Scott 

also represents pilots being investigated 

by the FAA and appears in NTSB hear-

ings nationwide.

COPA Member Forums:  
Rights and Responsibilities

COPA is fortunate to have so many 

members who take the time to share 

their knowledge and wisdom on our 

forums. From maintenance to avionics 

to airmanship, COPA continues to be the 

best $95 in aviation.

While our member forums are generally 

civil, occasionally things heat up. COPA 

members are often passionate about their 

positions, and there are times when those 

passions collide. As much as your leader-

ship would like to allow people to post 

freely, sometimes freely goes too far. For 

years, COPA has had a dedicated team of 

moderators who tackle the difficult task 

of balancing freedom of expression with 

civility and decorum.

When a member has a post hidden 

through our forums’ flagging system, 

I often hear the phrase: “I have free 

speech rights.” While most countries 

where COPA has members do have vary-

ing degrees of free speech protections, 

COPA is not a governmental agency. We 

are a private, nonprofit organization with 

rules designed to balance the desires of 

the members to post freely with the need 

to maintain a civil organization. 

In furtherance of civility, COPA has estab-

lished important policies that all members 

are expected to live by:

COPA Terms of Use:  

https://www.cirruspilots.org/Terms  

and COPA Online Media Use 

Policy: https://www.cirruspilots.org/

Online-Media-Usage 

I ask that all members take a few minutes 

of their valuable time to review these 

policies. COPA does strive to update 

and refine them from time to time. As 

always, we welcome your feedback on 

how to make COPA a better place for all.

Now that I have your attention with all 

this policy mumbo-jumbo, let’s have 

some fun! I encourage all members to 

visit our forums frequently to learn what 

they’ve been missing. We have hundreds 

of members who visit and lurk but don’t 

actually post. Please post, even if to say: 

“Hi, I’m a member, and this is my first 

post.” The more, the merrier. You’d be 

surprised how much you can contribute 

to the best aviation-type club anywhere.

Blue skies, 
Scott Williams 

mailto:President@CirrusPilots.Org
mailto:President@CirrusPilots.Org
mailto:Directors@CirrusPilots.Org
mailto:Directors@CirrusPilots.Org
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LEGAL ZONEWRITER'S  
GUIDELINES

We welcome your story and photography 

submissions to COPA Pilot, but we’d like 

to share a bit of guidance that might make 

the process easier for you and hence easier 

for our editorial staff.

COPA Pilot is the monthly magazine of the 

6,000-plus members of Cirrus Owners and Pilots 

Association (COPA) who either own or support 

the ownership of Cirrus aircraft. COPA is a 501(c)7  

non-profit corporation. In each issue, COPA 

Pilot focuses on a variety of topics, support-

ing our members in the use of their aircraft 

through articles that include piloting skills and 

techniques, safety topics, maintenance issues, 

destination stories, product reviews and spot-

lights on individual members. Our readers crave 

stories with fresh perspectives on these topic 

lines or prose that can highlight a new area that 

will benefit our members. 

We’re interested in stories from authors who 

write precisely and know how to make every 

word count. Too much detail can be as prob-

lematic to a story as too little. Most stories 

will be written in the third-person, although 

we occasionally will assign very specific 

first-person accounts of destination or safety 

related articles. Our typical stories run about 

1,500 words in length. 

We prefer that you query our editor first before 

you begin writing any story rather than sim-

ply sending in a completed manuscript unan-

nounced. If you are unsure about an idea for an 

article, you may propose the article in a writ-

ten query via email to the COPA Pilot editor at  

editor@cirruspilots.org which will then be 
reviewed by the editorial board. We prefer any 
final manuscripts to be saved in MS Word. 
Be sure to include your name, address, tele-
phone number and e-mail. We do not accept 
manuscripts that are also being considered by 
another publication. We may consider stories 
that have already run in another publication, 
depending upon their relevance to the COPA 
Pilot readership.

If you’d like to include a sample of something 
you’ve written with your query, that can always 
be helpful.

Photography – Every great manuscript deserves 
quality photography to help illustrate your tale. 
We prefer original high-resolution color photos 
with a resolution of at least 300 dpi at an 8 x 
10-inch size. If you’re shooting from an iPhone 
or something similar, please choose the high 
definition setting to ensure the best quality. 
Also, it’s best not to use the zoom function. 
The photos can be cropped by the designer 
if needed. If you choose to send photos not 
taken by you, we must have verification that 
you are authorized to share them in order not 
to violate any copyright laws. Please check 
with the person who shot the original photos 
to obtain that permission. Photos taken off the 
internet must also have permission to use unless 
they are royalty free or can be used without fee 
for photo credit.

We also welcome photography submissions of 
your Cirrus either in flight or an outside ground 
shot with no background clutter – buildings, 

other airplanes, etc. 

If you have additional 

questions about writing 

for COPA Pilot, please  

e-mail the editor at  

editor@cirruspilots.org.

mailto:editor@cirruspilots.org
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MEMBER 
ADVANTAGE 
PROGRAM

AXIS » Get 10% off your Axis   
  headset purchases

BEST TUGS » Receive 10% of the base tug   
  price toward accessories with   
  any new tug purchase

BOLDMETHOD » Get 20% off online course   
  purchases

CLEAN WING »	 Take 15% off the Clean Wing   
  Scrubber Kit

EZWXBRIEF »	 Receive $20 off any new annual  
  membership to EZWxBrief, $15  
  off any 60-minute one-on-one   
  online training session and  
  $10 off the soft cover or eBook  
  for "Pilot Weather: From Solo to  
  the Airlines"

GOT PLUGZ »	 Receive 20% off sitewide at   
  www.gotplugz.com

HANGAR BOT  » Get 10% off any product  
  upgrade or product installation  
  service

JEPPESEN  »  Accept 20% off all annual   
  aircraft subscriptions and more

LIGHTSPEED »	 COPA Members who are   
  customers of Lightspeed  
  Headsets will become members  
  of the Lightspeed COPA VIP   
  Program.

PROPELLING AVIATION  »  Get 10% off eligible items at   
  www.propellingaviation.com

REALSIM GEAR »  Offers COPA members a 5%   
  discount of a full range of   
  products.

STEEL AVIATION  »  Receive 0.5% discount off of   
  commission fees

COPA IS PROUD TO PARTNER WITH THE  
FOLLOWING LEADING AVIATION VENDORS:

When you join COPA, you’re automatically enrolled in its Member Advantage Program, giv-

ing you unique access to some of the best deals in the industry. From substantial savings on 

training and safety seminars, to exclusive discounts on essential products and equipment, 

you’ll save time and money with a membership that practically pays for itself.

Go to the COPA website 

for more information on 

offers and watch for 

added vendors.
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http://www.beringer-aero.com
http://www.gallagheraviationllc.com
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Kelly Aero

http://kellyaero.com
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Tom Charles COPA Member

Mountain 
Bike Trip

«

Information sharing among 
COPA members

FROM THE 
FORUMS

TOM CHARLES is a cabinetmaker by 

trade, based out of Leadville, Colorado. 

He is a newer member to COPA and 

owns a 2016 G5 SR22T. He received 

his private certificate in January, has 

a total of 150 hours and is currently 

working toward his instrument rating. 

Curious what works for mountain bike trips. Looking for suggestions 

on bike storage bags for full-size mountain bikes and how you are able to 

get them in the plane. I am assuming with the right protective bag and the 

seats laid down, it should be manageable. I have a G5. Looking to do some 

epic trips with my son this summer, just want to get set up to do it properly 

in one shot. Thanks for the suggestions.

Responses:

Chip Hunter  (aerochip) COPA Member

There are probably many ways 

to do this, but the only way that 

I’ve done it is to lay the seats 

down, lay a packing blanket 

down, take both wheels off, 

lower the bike seats and load 

through the main door with the 

bars down. Bags can still be 

loaded through the baggage 

door. I also bring a collapsible 

Park Tool Bike Stand to facili-

tate wheel removal/install and 

a bunch of large trash bags to put the wheels and frames in if they are dirty. 

This is us packed with Medium and Large “29ers” on a trip to Moab to ride 

the Whole Enchilada.

cirruspilots.org
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Robert Farthing  (robfarthing) COPA Member

Similar to Chip’s reply, here’s a pic of loading three XL 29-inch MTBs in my SR22 to fly back to Calgary after 

riding in St. George Utah:

Two peeps and two 

bikes would be no 

problem.

Timothy Spear  (tspear) COPA Member

My wife and I are NOT hard-core bikers; we use them as transportation and to sightsee. So we went with 

foldable eBikes, and bought the Discovery Series from Jupiter. I measured the dimensions and the Defiant 

should fit also. The Defiant is the “off road” version.

Scott Hopkins  (sthopkins) COPA Member

I have seen a picture of an EVOC case in a Cirrus on Facebook, but it takes up a ton of space. Some good 

work here. I haven’t tried it yet, but being from the East, I usually go commercial for riding trips (Moab, Saint 

George, Sedona!). I did travel with bikes in our Diamond a few times, though access and cargo space were 

totally different in that plane.

A wreath bag is good to protect the interior from wheels and tires. If you’re handy, taking the forks off and 

disconnecting the shock can really trim the bike down to almost nothing. Dump the air from the dropper and 

push it all the way down. Use pipe insulation and some cords or wire ties to protect the parts and tie them 

to the frame. An old sleeping bag will contain the frame well enough (pull the derailleur off as well).

All this said, I’m a big fan of renting at vacation spots – Poison Spider in Moab is EXCELLENT and gives you 

a good opportunity to try something new, and the big days of desert riding really thrash the bikes. Thunder 

Mountain in Sedona is a good shop too.
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FROM THE FORUMS

cirruspilots.org

Robert Farthing  (robfarthing) COPA Member

Saw that picture too. Looks slick and would like to try 

getting it in and out of the plane (appears to be a tight fit). 

Anyone with experience here?

Scott Hopkins  (sthopkins) COPA Member

I suspect that this will go into the main doors pretty easily 

but will report back here if I get a chance to try it (several 

friends own that case and I occasionally borrow them to 

do trips).

Erik Bruce  (erik1COPA) COPA Member

Second the EVOC is a great bag. Borrowed one and took 

it commercial last summer to Maui and it was a breeze. 

Curious how easily it fits through the main door and if a 

second would also make it.

Jack Long  (wjlong) COPA Member

Just a general reminder that it is good practice to secure loose items in some fashion. When I carry our bikes 

(not a Cirrus, but same principle) and they are not behind the baggage net, I always run a tie-down strap 

through the frames and wheels. Same with any luggage not behind the cargo net.

From the SR22 G5 POH…
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641-628-9393
www.flyclassicaviation.com

• Our technicians are factory trained for  
all of your Cirrus Maintenance needs.

• We are CAPS overhaul trained and experi
enced to perform 10-year parachute repacks.

• Pick-up and Delivery service available.
• Rent our SR20 GTS.
• Cirrus-Experienced instructors and  

designated pilot examiner on staff.
• Have fun while you are here and get a 

tailwheel endorsement or advanced rating  
– we are well equipped to help you meet  
your training goals.

Classic 
Aviation, 
A Cirrus 
Aircraft 
Factory 
Authorized 
Service 
Center  
in a great 
Midwest 
Location.

Classic Aviation, Inc.
501 West 15 th Street, Pella, Iowa 50219

Treat your modern  
airplane to a “Classic”  
level of service!

http://www.factorydirectmodels.com
http://www.flyclassicaviation.com
http://www.airmart.com
http://www.buycirrusdirect.com
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MIGRATION
COPA's Largest Event

«

ETHAN NARBER is COPA's Director of 

Operations and besides overseeing the day-

to-day operations of the organization, one of 

his other responsibilities is being the primary 

lead for the U.S. Migrations. Ethan started flying 

at 17 years old, holds a commercial certificate 

with instrument and multi-engine ratings, and 

is currently working towards a CFI rating. He 

lives in Des Moines, Iowa.

AMELIA ISLAND
COPA 2022IGRATIONM

October 6-9

Registration is Open
Don’t Miss Out on Special 
Early Bird Prices!
by Ethan Narber, Migration Chair
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Registration for Migration 2022 is now 

open and features special early bird 

prices for those who sign up by June 

15. So why not sign up now and set your 

sights on COPA’s largest annual event 

– this year on beautiful Amelia Island, a 

barrier island off Florida’s northeast coast.

Each year Migration offers educa-

tional seminars, a vendor trade show 

highlighting aviation products and ser-

vices, and fun social events all held at 

a luxurious site. This year is no different 

and we will be hosted by the Omni Amelia 

Island Resort, located on 1,350 acres 

with spectacular views of the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Those flying to Migration in their own 

aircraft will fly into Fernandina Beach 

“ ... hosted by the 

Omni Amelia Island 

Resort ... with 

spectacular views of 

the Atlantic Ocean.”
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The annual COPA Migration gala dinner is a great way to cap off 

the special gathering of Cirrus aircraft owners and enthusiasts.

The vendor trade show at Migration offers 

one-on-one access to representatives from 

aviation products and service providers, 

where attendees can take their time asking 

questions or gathering information.

Municipal Airport (FHB), located just 

10 minutes from the Omni resort. FHB 

has three runways with the primary one 

measuring 5,300 feet.

Those flying commercially will fly into 

Jacksonville International Airport (JAX), 

about 30 miles away from Omni Amelia 

Island. All major airlines and rental car 

companies use JAX. Airlines include: 

Allegiant Air, American, Delta, Frontier, 

JetBlue, Southwest and United.

COPA Migration is a great time to renew 

old friendships and develop new ones 

– even personally meet some of the 

people you’ve become friends with on 

the forums. 

The early bird price of $749 is available for 

those who sign up now through June 15.  

Registration costs for Migration include 

Thursday evening’s COPA Cabana party 

with heavy hors d’oeuvres and an open 

bar, two days of aviation-related seminars 

with lunch and snack breaks provided, 

access to the vendor trade show featuring 

Migration specials, and Saturday night’s 

annual COPA gala banquet dinner.

If you haven’t already, make your room 

reservations at the Omni Amelia Island 

Resort (QR code below). Room reserva-

tions and costs for the hotel are separate 

from Migration fees, but as always, there 

is a special negotiated rate. 

Registration is now open! Please visit 

http://migration.cirruspilots.org and 

take advantage of the special early 

bird pricing before June 15. 

Remember – the beach,  spectacular 

views, a world-class resort and COPA 

Migration await you at Amelia Island  

Oct. 6-9! 

Traditionally, COPA Migration is kicked off with COPA Cabana 

where attendees enjoy drinks and hors d’oeuvres while reconnecting 

with old friends and making new ones.
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www.madetailers.com

NOW HIRING!

Member of

Contact Us: 
Bult Field - C56 | Hangar J-06

Monee, Illinois | info@madetailers.com 

708-251-1045

Complete – Meticulous   
Affordable – Detailing

Emergency Services
24/7/365 Scheduling

We can come to you upon request.
we are so confident in our services  

that we offer a 100% Money back -  
customer satisfaction guarantee.

Midwest Aircraft DetailersMidwest Aircraft Detailers
“We put you in the pilot’s seat”“We put you in the pilot’s seat”

Specializing in Personal, General Aviation  
and Corporate Aircraft Detailing

| Fully Insured |

http://www.madetailers.com
http://www.schweissdoors.com
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http://www.wisconsinaviation.com
mailto:finance@cirrusaircraft.com
http://www.buycirrusdirect.com
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MEMBER 
SPOTLIGHT

Getting to Know COPA Pilots

«

Carrie and John Lundeby started taking flight 

lessons just over a year ago and have already 

gained (Carrie) or plan to obtain (John) their com-

mercial rating. They enjoy flying together and also 

work together in their businesses and running 

John’s family ranch.
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Pilot Partners
by Kim Blonigen

COPA members Carrie and John Lundeby took to flying 

like they do many things in their lives … together. They 

both started flying lessons in April 2021 and by February 

of this year, Carrie had received her commercial rating and 

John plans to earn his this summer. The couple also own an 

ambulatory surgical facility and other businesses in addition 

to operating John’s family ranch in Idaho. They enjoy flying 

their 2021 SR22T they have named “Charlie” which has given 

them the freedom to travel in their busy lives.

COPA Pilot: Can you provide a summary background of your 

lives?

Carrie: I was born in Michigan and moved to Libby, Montana, 

with my parents when I was 11 years old. I graduated from 

the University of Montana and spent my early adult life rais-

ing children and working in the operating room as part of the 

“open-heart” surgical team. I met John almost 20 years ago 

in the operating room but didn’t know we were meant for each 

other until quite a few years later.

John: I was born on the family homestead in north-central 

Idaho that my grandfather started ranching in 1895. Carrie 

and I still operate the ranch today. I graduated from North 

Idaho College, the University of Idaho and received my M.D. 

from the University of Washington. After a five-year surgery 

residency in California, I returned to the Northwest, where I 

have lived ever since.

Today, Carrie and I are owners of a Cosmetic Surgery 

Ambulatory Surgical Facility and multiple other businesses, 

including the ranch and commercial real estate. 

COPA Pilot: Do you have any unique hobbies besides flying?

Carrie: We both golf. John has golfed for 15 years, and I had 

never golfed before spending two days doing so in Napa Valley 

recently, and then started taking lessons. We flew the Cirrus 

to Napa Valley – one of the many reasons we became pilots. 

COPA Pilot: When did you think about becoming a pilot? Was 

there something that sparked it?

Carrie: I had never thought about being a pilot until an old 

friend stopped by. Her boyfriend is a pilot, and she was talk-

ing about how they traveled during COVID and all the fun they 

have using the plane. 

John: I had thought about flying my whole life, but figured the 

dream was dead. When Carrie brought it up, we called Dan at 

Northwest Flight Service to discuss learning how.

COPA Pilot: How did you learn about Cirrus aircraft?

John: We learned about the Cirrus during our introduction flight 

and knew it would be our first aircraft. After our first flight, we 

started looking into purchasing one. In late September 2021, 

we welcomed our new blood-red and white SR22T and call 

her “Charlie.” Northwest Flight Service had balloons, wine and 

a bunch of folks there to welcome us and our airplane into the 

Cirrus community. 

COPA Pilot: When did you take your first flight lesson and 

receive your private certificates?

Carrie: We took our first lesson April 14, 2021, with Northwest 

Flight Service, and both earned our private certificates in 

August 2021. 
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COPA Pilot: Do you have any other rat-

ings? If so, what are they, and when were 

they acquired? 

Carrie: I earned my instrument rating 

in November 2021 and commercial rat-

ing in February 2022. John received his 

instrument rating in February 2022 and 

plans on gaining his commercial rating 

later this summer. 

COPA Pilot: Have you owned or regularly 

flown any other aircraft? 

John: We have both only flown a Cirrus 

aircraft to date.

COPA Pilot: What made you decide on 

the Cirrus? Were there other airplanes 

considered at the time you were looking 

at purchasing it?

John: We researched all airplanes prior 

to the purchase; the main thing that drew 

us to the Cirrus was the parachute and 

its digital cockpit. We decided Cirrus 

was the best option for us. 

Carrie: We also like the support from 

Northwest Flight Service with our aircraft 

and are fond of them in general. It is an 

amazing place to learn how to fly and you 

become part of the community. 

COPA Pilot: What sort of flying do you 

do – personal, business, or both? 

John: Flying is a great aid for us both in 

business and we also take advantage of 

it in our personal life.

COPA Pilot: Do you have a favorite flight 

and/or one you take often?

Carrie: To date, our favorite flight is to 

Jackson Hole, Wyoming. We have visited 

a few times during the winter and one 

time we took my folks!  

COPA Pilot: What do you like most about 

flying?

Carrie: The freedom it gives us to travel 

with our busy work life. The satisfaction 

that we are flying our own airplane is 

probably the top reason! It’s truly the 

best thing to date that we have learned! 

The sky is our place to be. It’s a good 

stress reliever for our busy life.

COPA Pilot: Describe the dynamic of 

flying with your pilot spouse.

Carrie: Flying together for us is a con-

tinuation of what we do every day, since 

we work together. We enjoy weekends 

together and share some hobbies. When 

we fly, we work together. I am the senior 

pilot, and very adept at managing the 

flight systems. John is good at stick and 

rudder and spotting airports. Both of 

us are very competent pilots in our own 

right, but we think that two really is better 

than one.

COPA Pilot: When did you join COPA, 

and how did you hear about it? 

John: We joined during the spring of 

2021 and heard about it from Northwest 

Flight Service.

COPA Pilot: Do you frequent the COPA 

forums? What COPA events have you 

attended, if any? 

John: Unfortunately, neither of us has 

had time for any of it yet, but hope to 

in the future.

COPA Pilot: What are your future plans? 

Are there any big trips, licenses or dif-

ferent aircraft on the radar? 

Carrie: As mentioned, John will be get-

ting his commercial rating, and we are 

currently looking at the Vision Jet as a 

future airplane. 

Carrie in the Lundeby's SR22T they 

named "Charlie." They enjoy the 

freedom owning and flying their aircraft 

provides.

«
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THE MOST TRUSTED CIRRUS AIRCRAFT 
REFINISHER FOR OVER A DECADE.

 1  CALL US
Call us at 218-262-9007 
to reserve your spot. 
2023 spots are filling 
quickly!

2  FLY IN
Drop your aircraft off at 
our state-of-the-art facility. 
For your convenience, we 
can arrange to have your 
aircraft delivered to us.

3  SHOW OFF
Fly in style knowing 
your bird not only 
looks great but has a 
world-class finish your 
aircraft deserves.

Chisholm-Hibbing Airport (KHIB), Hibbing, MN

Get a Quote 

218-262-9007

contact@midwestaircraftrefinishing.com
MidwestAircraftRefinishing.com

T A K E  P R I D E  I N  Y O U R  A I R C R A F T
We refinish your aircraft to like-new or better condition, spinner to tail.

CUSTOM PAINTING & EXTERIOR   |   INTERIOR CUSTOMIZATION   |   COMPOSITE REPAIR

Upgrade Your Aircraft In 3 Simple Steps

http://www.midwestaircraftrefinishing.com
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DON DUBIN is a retired entrepreneur 

and is based at Harriet Alexander Field 

(KANK) in the mountains of Colorado. He 

is a certified Wilderness First Responder, 

a certified Rescue Rope Technician, 

an advanced Swiftwater Rescue 

Technician, and has been teaching sur-

vival techniques and working with rescue 

teams for over 40 years. He is currently 

an incident commander with Chaffee 

County Search and Rescue-South. Don 

is also a 2,200-hour, instrument-rated 

pilot and bought his first Cirrus and 

joined COPA in 2002.

Get rescued fast! 
It’s your best chance 
for survival
When flying over remote or mountainous 

terrain, plan for an off-airport landing.
by Don Dubin
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(continued on page 46)

As an incident commander for Chaffee County Search and 

Rescue (SAR) in Colorado, I’m the guy who gets called 

out of his warm bed to help find you if your plane goes 

down in my area. Our team participates in about 35 high 

mountain rescues each year. You can help us rescue you by 

planning ahead. 

As a pilot, a 40-year veteran of teaching survival techniques and 

working with search and rescue teams, I have watched the facts 

surrounding the CAPS pull and subsequent rescue of two Cirrus 

pilots at Woody Creek near Aspen, Colorado, in January 2020. 

In that instance, the pilot’s fortunate ability to communicate to 

rescuers with his cell phone was the deciding factor for a fast 

and successful rescue. Even then, it took nine hours!

Chaffee County, where I am based, lays claim to the highest 

concentration of mountains over 14,000 feet within the lower 

48 states. No matter what direction I fly from my home airport, 

I find myself over high and generally inhospitable mountainous 

terrain within minutes of takeoff.

Regardless of where your flying missions take you, having to 
pull the chute and land off-airport is always a possibility. How 
prepared are you? Obviously, the more remote the location, the 
higher the risk of having a quick recovery. Many of us fly over 
remote locations like the mountainous western U.S. or Baja. 
Even the Appalachian Mountains may be a rescue challenge. 
These locations require some thought of how you would handle 
yourself after a successful landing under canopy.

Understanding what our ELTs and other devices do and how 
a rescue is initiated will go a long way toward a fast and suc-
cessful outcome.

Who will rescue you?
The first thing you should know is that Seal Team Six will not 

be repelling out of the sky 10 minutes after the aircraft sets 

down. In the Mountain West, it will more than likely be the 

county SAR team. If you have a better understanding of how 

search and rescues are handled, you might speed up what 

could be one of the worst days of your life.
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Making Emergency 
Contact
Like all emergencies in our airplanes, 

the calmer and cooler we can keep our 

minds, the better. On the way down, 

hopefully, you have had the presence of 

mind to reach over and activate your ELT 

and squawk 7700 on your transponder.

If you are east of the Rockies, there are 

good odds you can keep in radio and 

radar contact with ATC and radar almost 

to the ground. However, in Colorado over 

the Rockies, the MEA is generally 16,000 

feet MSL, but you will lose contact with 

ATC generally below 14,500 MSL. Where 

the plane ends up could be 35 to 40 miles 

from where you last talked to ATC. Or you 

might have canceled your IFR flight plan 

on your descent and may not be talking 

to anyone when you find yourself having 

to pull the red handle. A typical weather 

permitting departure in the mountains is 

departing VFR and picking up your IFR 

clearance in the air. You may be climbing 

and not able to talk to anyone for the first 

8,000-9,000 feet of your climb.

First Things First
You have pulled your chute in a remote 

area like the Rockies, now it is time to 

exit the aircraft. One of the first rescue 

items to carry with you in the aircraft is 

something to cut your seat belt. They can 

become jammed, or if you were upside 

down or at a strange angle, the seat belt 

could be very hard to unlatch. There are 

specific tools made for this exact situa-

tion; I recommend keeping such a tool in 

the center console of the airplane.  

You should also carry a survival pack that 

is easy to reach. You’ll need the proper 

clothing and equipment to survive the 

conditions outside for a minimum of 24 

hours. You can purchase premade rescue 

packs and medical kits if you are not 

A member of the Chaffee County Search 

and Rescue waiting with a load of equipment 

as a search helicopter lands. The Chaffee 

County team of Colorado participates in about 

35 mountain rescues each year.  

(Photo courtesy: Don Dubin)
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“It is imperative to stay with 

the plane where you can be 

seen from the air and be  

rescued as fast as possible.”
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interested in building your own. Here is 

a link to all things survival: 

http://www.dougritter.com/DR-aviator_

survival_pak_index.htm

Remember you are working hard to keep 

a calm head, especially if you have pas-

sengers looking to you to maintain your 

role as pilot in command (PIC). The prior-

ity is to move everyone to a comfortable 

spot away from the aircraft in case of fire. 

The next step is to tend to any injuries 

with your well-stocked first aid kit in your 

well-stocked emergency pack.  

Waiting for Rescue
You should prepare that you won’t be 

rescued immediately. You have the most 

energy during the first few hours. Keeping 

your passengers busy with tasks like 

gathering firewood and building shelters 

will keep them occupied and keep their 

morale up.  

It is imperative to stay with the plane 

where you can be seen from the air and 

be rescued as fast as possible. You have 

activated your airplane’s ELT, which sta-

tistically works about 80% of the time. It 

could have become disabled upon land-

ing, or if the plane ended in the trees, the 

antenna could have been damaged, so 

you may not want to put all your eggs in 

that basket. Your passengers are looking 

for you to rescue them.   

Communicating Helps 
a Quick Rescue
The single best way to help facilitate a 

quick rescue is to take control yourself 

and have some way of communicating. 

Regardless of what ATC or other agen-

cies may or may not be doing as a result 

of activating your ELT, you can com-

municate via satellite texting, either with 

loved ones on the ground or directly to 

the sheriff or rescue teams.

The new technology in Personal 

Locator Beacons (PLB) allows you to 

communicate via satellite and has been 

a game-changer in backcountry rescues. 

Above, two mentioned by the author, the 

Garmin InReach (right) and SPOT com-

munication devices.

«

http://www.dougritter.com/DR-aviator_survival_pak_index.htm
http://www.dougritter.com/DR-aviator_survival_pak_index.htm
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To enable a fast and successful rescue, 

you need to be able to communicate 

your GPS position and status after the 

crash. Attach a satellite communicator 

to yourself before every engine start. 

This step is the most important, in my 

opinion, and I hope it is your takeaway 

from this article.  

Today, most pilots like the latest and 

greatest avionics – ForeFlight pro plans, 

XM weather, iPads, etc. I would recom-

mend you also equip yourself with the 

latest technology in Personal Locator 

Beacons, commonly referred to as a PLB. 

The new technology in these devices 

allows you to communicate via satellite 

to text message to whomever you wish.  

These lifesaving communicators have 

been a huge game-changer the last few 

years when it comes to backcountry res-

cues. A PLB also includes the normal SOS 

button, which sends your GPS coordi-

nates to an international call center when 

activated. Yes, in addition to the cost of 

the device, there is a charge of around 

$12 per month, depending on what type 

of plan you want – it’s cheap insurance, in 

my opinion. Two of the better devices on 

the market today are the Garmin InReach 

or SPOT communicators.

What Happens  
When You Signal  
an Emergency?
When you push the SOS button on a PLB, 

depending on the type you have, a signal 

is sent either to a government (COSPAS/

SARAST) or private (GEOS) monitoring 

center. Then a slow process begins trying 

to verify what has happened. First, they 

will contact the emergency contacts you 

listed when you bought your device. With 

a few exceptions, like coastal waters or 

National Parks, eventually, the county 

sheriff where you ditched the plane will 

be notified.  

In the Mountain West, the sheriff will 

then notify SAR or whatever emergency 

system the county uses. The county SAR 

team, like the one I work with, will oversee 

your search and assemble a rescue team. 

With just an SOS signal and no ability to 

text, the search team starts with very little 

information other than your position. If 

you have someone who is critically injured 

or needs something special, no one will 

know without two-way communication.

Speed Matters 
The bottom line at this point is that the 

speed and success, especially related to 

medical needs, is highly dependent on 

the information the rescuers obtain. As 

an incident commander who has been 

involved in hundreds of rescues, the more 

information we have, the faster and better 

the rescue will go; the less information 

we have, the slower it will go.  

In most cases, extraction resources such 

as Flight for Life or military helicopters 

cannot be called until the extent of inju-

ries, the number of passengers, etc., 

can be verified. They need information 

regarding exactly where you are and the 

type of terrain you may be trapped in.

As an incident commander, if I know 

the exact extent of the injuries and what 

resources you need, a possible descrip-

tion of the area around you, etc., I can 

send the right resources instantly without 

having to move slowly and verify things. 

Knowing the extent of injuries makes a 

huge difference in the kinds of medical 

resources we send immediately. The dif-

ference between a positive and negative 

outcome often is tied to whether I'm able 

to have direct contact with the injured 

or lost party to provide medical or other 

situational advice.

Bottom Line
Put the odds in your favor, as survival 

favors the well prepared. 

Notes: The above opinions apply only to the United 

States and generally the lower 48. 

The author has no affiliations with any of the 

companies mentioned.

“Attach a satellite communicator 

to yourself before every engine 

start. This step is the most  

important, in my opinion ... ”

UPCOMING CPPPS

May 13-15  
Concord, CA (KCCR)

June 24-26  
Chicago, IL (KDPA)

June 24-26  
Avignon, France (LFMV)

To register go to  
cpppevents.com 
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Squall Lines
by Karsten Shein

In the fading twilight, the route ahead 

of José was filled with looming shad-

ows illuminated by frequent lightning 

flashes. Though it looked ominous, 

his trusty Stormscope and data-linked 

weather radar on his MFD were supply-

ing him with information that showed a 

nice-sized gap he could shoot through to 

reach his home airport on the other side. 

Though the ground-based radar returns 

showed no precipitation, he still lost vis-

ibility as he flew into the rising cumulus 

wall which his instruments had shown 

as a gap. A few minutes in, his cockpit lit 

intensely from a nearby lightning strike, 

and José was pushed into his seat as 

KARSTEN SHEIN is a former NASA and 

NOAA climatologist and was director 

of the Midwestern Regional Climate 

Center at the University of Illinois. He 

holds a commercial instrument license 

and Ph.D. and has been writing about 

aviation weather for the past 26 years. 

Karsten can be reached at karsten@

sheinenterprises.com

A squall line of thunderstorms near 

the Cayman Islands in July 2016. While 

tropical squall lines do not normally 

have the solid, long convective wall and 

fast movement of midlatitude cyclone 

cold fronts, they are still very hazard-

ous to aircraft and should be avoided. 

(Credit: Karsten Shein)

«
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his VSI shot up. Immediately, a river of 
rain pelted the windscreen, and the VSI 
reversed as he strained against his har-
ness. Just then, his MFD updated with 
the most current radar image showing 
the gap had disappeared, and he was 
now in the middle of a large storm cell. 
José initiated a 180-degree turn to return 
to clear air, but it was no use; the storm 

was moving in that direction as well; he 
was turning back into the core of the 
storm. The forces were just too great for 
his small airplane. Witnesses reported 
seeing the aircraft, minus a wing, spiraling 
out of the base of the storm.

Squall lines of thunderstorms can occur 

along any line of converging air where 

warm and humid air is lifted – such as 

along the Intertropical Convergence Zone  

(ITCZ) near the equator or cold fronts in 

the middle latitudes located between the 

tropics and the polar regions. While ITCZ 

squall lines can be substantial, rising to 

FL600 and extending thousands of miles, 

these squall lines often have wide gaps 

“Squall lines of thunderstorms 
can occur along any line of 
converging air where warm 
and humid air is lifted ...”

(Continued on page 34)
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of clear air between storms, and they do 

not move quickly. 

Conversely, squall lines associated with 

mid-latitude storm system fronts can 

move very quickly (often 50 knots or 

more), sometimes advancing faster than 

the front itself, and storms within the line 

can be severe. Importantly, squall lines 

may fill in to create unbroken strings of 

convective cells (often hundreds of miles 

long), quickly filling in the gaps between 

cells, and the storms can move along the 

front toward the central low (a process 

called “training”) even if the front stalls. 

The severity of the convective cells can 

also produce downwind turbulence and 

toss hail up to 20 miles ahead of the 

storm. All these features make squall lines 

something pilots should avoid.

In addition to frontal squall lines, pre-

frontal squall lines may also develop. 

As the front pushes into warmer air and 

storms develop, higher-level atmospheric 

flow and low-level disturbances can 

move the line well ahead of the front. 

This can create a localized front 50 or 

more miles ahead of the main cold front 

if atmospheric conditions are favorable. 

Often, because the air out ahead of the 

front is warmer and more humid, these 

pre-frontal squall lines can be even more 

intense than the frontal squall line.

The reason a squall line appears to sus-

tain over long periods and distances is 

that older convective cells generate new 

cells, both ahead and next to them. The 

forward movement of the trailing front 

ensures the cells continually push into 

a region of warmer, humid air. The gust 

front outflow from mature cells creates 

the lifting needed to generate a new 

cell as the older cell decays behind it. 

Similarly, and simultaneously, the gust 

front spreads from the sides of the mature 

cell. This alone can initiate the lifting of 

the air next to the cell, but that lifting can 

be greatly enhanced if gust fronts from 

two adjacent cells converge in the gap 

between them. This is how those enticing 

gaps through which we are tempted to 

fly can close so quickly.

The reason squall line gaps may be 

cloud-filled but appear clear in both 

radar and Stormscope displays is that 

developing storms will usually not pro-

duce lightning or precipitation. In the 

developing stage, thunderstorms are 

primarily upflow and cloud building, so 

a pilot may easily mistake a region of 

development for a flyable gap between 

squall line storms.

Everything pilots have learned about 

thunderstorms applies to squall lines, 

but at a larger scale. Though 20 miles 

Idealized cross-section of a 

cold front squall line. Mature 

cells tend to occur several miles 

ahead of the front and can be 

severe. Storm outflow and frontal 

movement initiate new cell de-

velopment, sustaining the squall 

line. (Credit: R.A. Houze, redrawn by 

Whidou, own work CC BY-SA 4.0)

“The reason squall 

line gaps may be 

cloud-filled but 

appear clear in 

both radar and 

Stormscope 

displays is that 

developing storms 

will usually not 

produce lightning 

or precipitation.”

«

(Continued from page 31)
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of clearance is recommended as a mini-

mum, a good rule of thumb is to avoid 

thunderstorms by 1 mile for every 1,000 

feet of cloud tops. In general, this means 

at least 20 miles, but as much as 40-50 

miles for the largest supercells. Hail and 

moderate to severe turbulence can be 

encountered the closer one gets. For fly-

ing gaps, this means that even if sticking 

with minimum separation, the gap should 

be at least 40 miles wide but preferably 

closer to 80-100 miles wide to consider 

crossing. Often such gaps simply don’t 

exist in squall lines.

Fortunately, squall lines that exhibit 

solid returns over great distance also 

tend to move quickly. A brief departure 

delay or a pitstop near the front can give 

enough time for frontal passage and a 

continuation of the flight in clear air. If 

you are waiting out squall line passage 

on the ground, be sure to tie your aircraft 

securely, as winds can easily gust over 

50 knots. Frontal squall line positions 

and movements are readily identified 

and forecast by meteorologists. Weather 

briefings and even preflight planning a 

day or two in advance can help pilots 

avoid having to tangle with a squall line.

When approaching a squall line from 

behind, pilots may find themselves in 

IFR with stratiform clouds and rain, even 

after crossing the frontal boundary into 

warm air – the strong cells of the squall 

line may still be several miles ahead. In 

this situation, it may be difficult to iden-

tify the line ahead of time, so situational 

weather awareness via avionics, data-

linked tablets or Flightwatch are critical 

here. Ahead of the front, one is normally 

VFR with an ability to see the line, though 

summer haze may obscure it at lower 

altitudes. Though datalink radar service 

is a great feature to help avoid storms, 

pilots should remember: that data may 

be 5-15 minutes old by the time it reaches 

the cockpit. Storms can go from develop-

ment to maturity in only a few minutes. 

Similarly, a Stormscope will only detect 

lightning, not predict it – meaning it will 

show clear air until the moment a mature 

storm delivers its first strike.

Should a pilot inadvertently penetrate 

a squall line thunderstorm, extraction 

should be in accordance with the pilot’s 

training, including slowing to maneuvering 

speed and turning on deicing functions, 

if available. However, with the growing 

ubiquity of datalink weather in the cock-

pit, pilots can now gain insight into the 

best route out of the storm, which may 

not be a 180-degree turn that exposes 

the aircraft to additional stress. Available 

radar information may show the path 

behind you has closed, and the safest 

route may be to continue straight ahead. 

Though, without radar assistance, the 

180 remains the preferred option. Squall 

lines may be hundreds of miles long, but 

most are only a few miles deep. If you 

do encounter conditions near a squall 

line that your fellow pilots should know 

about, please file a PIREP once it’s safe 

to do so. 

Copyright 2021, Karsten A. Shein
First publication rights granted Cirrus Owners and 
Pilots Association
All other rights reserved by copyright holder

A solid squall line crosses eastern Illinois into Indiana and Kentucky in 

June 2020. Frontal squall lines can produce a solid wall of convection 

hundreds of miles long, but usually, they are just a few miles deep and 

move fast enough to cause only a short flight delay. (NOAA)
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859.255.1902  
www.tbamky.comWe are a certified FAA repair station— Cirrus, Diamond,

Cessna, Beechcraft, MD, Robinson, & Bell service center.

Now at HTS in Huntington WV to better serve you!

HUNTINGTON (HTS) • LEXINGTON (LEX)

RICHMOND (KRGA) • BIG SANDY (SJS)

GRAND OPENING! 
New Facility in Lexington, KY

GENERAL AVIATION • CORPORATE JETS • HELICOPTERS • GOVERNMENT

• Maintenance
• Inspections
• Avionics
• Paint
• Interiors
• Parts
• 24 Hour AOG 

Service
• Garmin, Appero, 

Aspen, Avidyne, 
Jupiter Dealer

CAPS  
CERTIFIED

CIRRUS SERVICE CENTER

http://www.enhancedflight.com
http://www.audioauthority.com
http://www.tbamky.com
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(What we have here is a)  
Failure to Rotate 
Is the conventional wisdom  
wrong about why exhaust  
valves burn?

by Mike Busch

TECH TALK
Maintaining and Knowing
Your Aircraft

«
 A burned exhaust valve. 

MIKE BUSCH has been a pilot, aircraft 

owner and CFI for more than four 

decades and 7,500 hours. He became 

increasingly interested in the mainte-

nance aspects of aircraft ownership 

about 20 years ago, ultimately earned 

his A&P/IA, and in 2008 was honored 

by the Federal Aviation Administration 

as “National Aviation Maintenance 

Technician of the Year.” Mike is founder 

and CEO of Savvy Aircraft Maintenance 

Management, the world’s largest firm 

providing professional maintenance 

management for owner-flown aircraft, 

which presently manages more than 

7% of all Cirrus airplanes in North 

America and growing 5% per month. 

In his spare time, Mike is also a prolific 

aviation writer, teacher, consultant and 

expert witness. He has written many 

hundreds of technical articles pub-

lished in American Bonanza Society 

Magazine, Aviation Safety, AVweb, 

Cessna Pilots Association Magazine, 

EAA Sport Aviation, IFR, and The Aviation 

Consumer. In addition, he conducts 

free maintenance webinars on the first 

Wednesday of each month. Mike co-

founded AVweb in 1995 and served as its 

editor-in-chief for more than seven years. 

Questions for Mike may be emailed to:  

mike.busch@savvyaviator.com.
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Piston aircraft engines have an awful lot of moving parts. 

Way too many, if you ask me. The thought of thousands of 

separate metal parts reciprocating, rotating, wiggling, wobbling 

and rubbing against one another thousands of times a minute 

ought to make you nervous – it does with me. It’s something 

I try hard not to think about while airborne, mainly because I 

fly a lot better when not distracted.

Of those thousands of moving parts, two kinds are the most 

worrisome: the ones most likely to blindside you with a costly, 

premature, unbudgeted-for engine overhaul or replacement, 

and the ones most likely to make you fall out of the sky (or at 

least soil your undies). The biggest offender in the safety-of-

wallet category is the camshaft – and for Lycomings, the cam 

followers, aka tappets – which pre-presents by far the leading 

cause of premature engine teardowns. (Especially if you don’t 

count prop strikes, which you really shouldn’t since the prop 

isn’t part of the engine.)

In the safety-of-flight category, hands-down the most-wanted 

villains are exhaust valves. Exhaust valves can ruin your day 

in at least two different ways: they can stick, or they can burn. 

Although these problems can occur in any piston aircraft engine, 

sticking is much more common in Lycomings and burning is 

more common in Continentals. I discussed sticky valves at 

length in the September 2020 issue of COPA Pilot (“Why Valves 

Stick” … hint: the answer is “leaded avgas”) so this column will 

focus on what we’ve learned about burned valves.

Don’t Blame the Pilot
After I purchased my first airplane in 1968 – a new Cessna 

182 powered by a Continental O-470-R – it didn’t take long for 

me to recognize that exhaust valves were the most vulnerable 

components of my engine. Burned exhaust valves were the 

principal reason that cylinders flunked the annual compression 

test; in those days, anything less than 60/80 was considered 

unairworthy and condemned the cylinder to removal and 

replacement or rework. Mechanics invariably blamed burned 

exhaust valves on pilot mismanagement of the powerplant and 

warned us not to lean our engines aggressively so we wouldn’t 

overheat the valves and cause them to burn. The standard A&P 

mantra was “fuel is cheaper than engines.”

Single-probe EGT gauges were just coming into vogue then, 

and we were taught that the best way to prevent exhaust 

valve problems was to avoid operating at excessive EGTs. The 

implication was that EGT was a good proxy for exhaust valve 

temperature, and that keeping EGTs cool would assure that 

exhaust valves wouldn’t overheat.

This all sounded logical and convincing at the time, and most 

of us believed it. But it turned out to be complete hogwash!

If high EGTs were the cause of exhaust valve burning, then 

low-compression engines like the O-470-R in my Skylane would 

suffer more burned exhaust valves than high-compression 

engines like the IO-520-K in the Bellanca Viking I owned after 

I sold the Skylane. After all, a high-compression engine inher-

ently has much lower EGTs than a low-compression engine 

does, because the high-compression engine is more efficient 

at converting the heat energy liberated during combustion 

into mechanical energy (horsepower) so it wastes less heat 

energy out the exhaust. That wasted heat energy is what we 

see in the cockpit as EGT, and it’s inversely correlated with 

compression ratio.

Of course, it’s simply not true that high-compression engines 

suffer fewer burned exhaust valves than low-compression 

engines. There is simply no statistically significant correlation 

between EGT and exhaust valve burning. It’s a myth.

Nor is aggressive leaning the culprit. In the 3,300 hours that I 

put on the 12 cylinders of the Continental TSIO-520-BBs in my 

Cessna Turbo 310 before finally retiring them, I never suffered 

a single burned exhaust valve … not one … and those engines 

were always leaned very aggressively, almost exclusively lean-

of-peak except for takeoff and initial climb.

“There is simply no 

statistically significant 

correlation between 

EGT and exhaust valve 

burning. It’s a myth.”

(continued on page 42)
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Authorized Cirrus Service Center

FIRST FLIGHT AVIATION 
10600 Springboro Pike • Miamisburg, OH  45342       
Dayton-Wright Brothers Airport (KMGY) 
(937) 885-5580 | www.firstflightaviation.com 

� Part 145 FAA repair station  
 GA5R876M

� Full Service Avionics Department

�                    Dealer

� CAPS Overhaul Certified

� Pickup and Delivery  
 Service available

� Full Service FBO

Since 2005

TM

Pilots N Paws®  
is an online meeting place for 
pilots and other volunteers
who help to transport rescue animals by air.  
The mission of the site is to provide a user-
friendly communication venue between those 
that rescue, shelter, and foster animals; and 
pilots and plane owners willing to assist with  
the transportation of these animals.

Joining is easy and takes just a  
minute of your time.

www.pilotsnpaws.org

http://www.firstflightaviaion.com
http://www.short-n-numbers.com
http://www.jetshades.com
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No, when an exhaust valve burns, it’s seldom the fault of the 

pilot. This turns out to be just another old wives’ tale. But if 

it’s not the pilot’s fault, whose fault is it? 

Well, the short answer is that it’s generally the fault of the hard-

ware. And that’s where the story really starts to get interesting.

Exhaust Valves  
Survival Strategies
Exhaust valves must survive in an atmosphere of incredibly 

hot and corrosive gas whose temperature can reach 4,000˚F 

at the peak pressure point of the combustion event. To make 

matters worse, the valve stem must oscillate smoothly through 

a valve guide without benefit of lubrication (since the stem runs 

so hot that engine oil would just carbonize). It’s a miracle that 

these valves last as long as they do.

Key to the exhaust valve survival is the valve’s ability to shed 

this intolerable heat by transferring it to the cylinder head, 

which acts like a giant heat sink for the valve. There are two 

ways the valve can transfer its heat to the cylinder head: via 

contact between the valve’s head and the valve seat when the 

valve is closed; and via contact between the valve’s stem and 

the valve guide all the time.

Continental and Lycoming employ subtly different construc-

tion and heat-sinking strategies for their exhaust valves. 

Continental valves have solid stems and heads made of an 

exotic nickel-chromium superalloy called Nimonic® known for 

its high-temperature, low-creep characteristics. 

Lycoming valves are made of not-so-exotic stainless steel 

but have hollow stems partially filled with metallic sodium 

that has the consistency of toothpaste at room temperature, 

an unusually low melting point (208˚F) and high boiling point 

(1,621˚F), plus exceptional thermal conductivity. The sodium 

liquifies as the valve starts to heat up, sloshes back and forth 

inside the hollow valve stem, and greatly improves transfer of 

heat from the head of the valve to the stem.

As the graphic above indicates, Continental’s solid-stem 

exhaust valves shed their heat predominantly through contact 

between the valve head and the valve seat, while heat dissipa-

tion of Lycoming sodium-filled valves is split evenly between 

the head-to-seat interface and the stem-to-guide interface. 

That’s why a close-tolerance fit between the stem and guide is 

essential to the survival of Lycoming valves, while Continental 

valves can usually cope with sloppy-fitting guides so long as 

the head of the valve makes firm, leak-free contact with the 

seat throughout its entire 360-degree circumference when the 

valve is closed – about two-thirds of the time.

Threats to Survival
Exhaust valves burn when the heat transfer path from the 

valve to the cylinder head is compromised. If the valve loses 

its heat sink, it can overheat and start to warp and possibly 

Continental’s solid-stem exhaust 

valves dissipate heat quite differently 

than Lycoming’s sodium-filled valves.

«

(continued from page 39)
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start to crack around the edges. This causes it to 

lose its seal with the valve seat, allowing extremely 

hot combustion gas to leak past the valve during 

the hottest part of the combustion event when 

the valve is supposed to be closed. The escape 

of this extremely hot gas results in metal erosion 

and warping, increasing the leakage of hot gas 

past the valve. Lather, rinse, repeat, and pretty 

soon the valve is toast.

Sometimes this is baked into the cake when the 

cylinder leaves the factory or the engine shop. 

For example, if the valve guide and valve seat 

are not perfectly concentric, the valve won’t seal 

perfectly around its entire 360-degree circum-

ference. There was a period of years during the 

1990s when the Continental factory stopped “post-

reaming” valve guides after they were installed in 

the cylinder, and instead was pre-reaming them 

before installation. That turned out to be a very bad 

idea and resulted in serious concentricity issues. 

We started seeing large numbers of Continental 

exhaust valves burned after just 400-500 hours in 

service. Eventually, Continental went back to their tried-and-true 

post-reaming process and the concentricity problems largely 

went away. (For a while at least … read on.)

Grinding the valve so it makes proper contact with the seat is 

harder than it sounds. The overhaul manual calls for the face 

of the valve to be ground at a slightly different angle than the 

seat angle in order to provide a narrower contact footprint that 

will seal better. It turns out that this is tricky business. If the 

contact area is too wide the valve won’t seal well, but if it’s too 

narrow the heat transfer path from the valve face to the seat 

is compromised. Valve and seat grinding is as much of an art 

as a science, and some engine shops do it better than others. 

Doing it right is particularly important for Continental valves 

because they are so dependent on face-to-seat heat transfer.

Lycoming sodium-filled valves are more dependent on the 

stem-to guide heat transfer path, so worn guides that have a 

sloppy fit to the valve stems can lead to burned valves. This 

is one reason that Lycoming recommends regular “wobble 

testing” (Service Bulletin 388C) to check for play in the stem-

to-guide interface. This is much less important for Continental 

engines, which tolerate worn guides far better.

Example of poor concentricity 

of guide and seat.

Valve terminology and face/seat angles.

«
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Failure to Rotate
Rotation is also essential to exhaust valve survival. Most 

Continentals and Lycomings employ exhaust valve rotators 

– Lycoming calls them “rotator caps” and Continental calls 

them “rotocoils” – that cause the valve to rotate a fraction of a 

degree each time the valve opens. At typical cruise RPM, the 

valve typically rotates a full 360 degrees each minute. 

Exhaust valve rotation accomplishes two things: It ensures that 

the heat load is spread evenly and symmetrically across the 

face of the valve and prevents the development of hot spots 

that can cause the valve to warp and then burn. Rotation also 

helps prevent the formation of deposits on the valve seat that 

can interfere with the valve’s ability to seal properly.

In recent years, we’ve been finding an increasing number of 

burned valves caused by failure of the rotator, particularly in 

Continental engines. My colleague Dave Pasquale A&P/IA who 

operates Pasquale Aviation in Pottstown, Pennsylvania, has 

done extensive research on this, and he provided many of the 

photos in this column.

The Continental rotocoil contains a garter spring that gets later-

ally “squished” every time the valve opens, and it’s the squishing 

of the spring that produces the rotation. Unfortunately, this 

squishing action also causes the spring to wear and eventually 

it wears enough that the rotocoil stops rotating the valve. Once 

that happens, it doesn’t take long for the non-rotating valve 

to develop a hot spot and eventually burn beyond salvation.

We’ve had the feeling that these rotocoil failures are happening 

a lot more frequently than they used to. There may be a good 

reason for this. It turns out that Continental’s vendor (Federal-

Mogul, formerly TRW) made some subtle changes to the rotocoil 

that seem to have adversely affected its longevity. The older 

rotocoil (Part No. 629117) used a larger-diameter garter spring 

and was held together by a circlip, while the current rotocoil 

Top: Continental rotocoil disassembled, showing 

the garter spring. Bottom: Two garter springs, 

one in good shape, the other badly worn.

«
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(part No. 652112) uses a smaller-diameter garter spring, has 

no clip, and seems to be failing more quickly, sometimes after 

as few as 500 hours.

The good news is that it’s fairly easy to detect exhaust valves 

that have stopped rotating simply by inspecting them with a 

borescope. A valve that is rotating properly will have a sym-

metrical appearance the way valves A and B in the top photo 

above do. Valve A is cleaner because it has been operated 

mostly LOP, while valve B has more deposit buildup because 

it has been operated mostly ROP, but both are symmetrical 

and healthy-looking. Valve C exhibits subtle signs of asym-

metry, probably because its rotocoil has started to fail. Valve 

D is profoundly asymmetric and definitely not rotating, though 

it hasn’t burned yet and might just need a new rotocoil. Valve 

E is also not rotating and has started to burn, though there’s 

a good chance the valve could be saved by lapping in place 

and installing a new rotocoil.

It’s amazing how quickly a failing valve can heal if it’s caught 

early enough. Look at the striking before-and-after photo 

I received from Dr. Gary Silver A&P/IA who owns, flies and 

maintains a Cessna 421 powered by a pair of Continental 

GTSIO-520s. The photo above shows a borescope image of a 

badly burned #4 exhaust valve in Gary’s left engine, and another 

image of the same valve only 1.7 hours after Gary lapped it in 

place and replaced the failed rotocoil. Remarkably, the nasty 

hot spot has almost completely disappeared.

A lineup of five Continental exhaust 

valves. The left ones look healthy, the 

right ones don’t.

Badly burned exhaust valve and the same valve 

1.7 hours after it was lapped in place and the failed 

rotocoil replaced.

(continued on page 48)
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WHAT IS YOUR ENGINE 
DATA TELLING YOU?

Accurate interpretation of your engine data is crucial to 
achieving optimum performance and safety. Common 
indications identified by periodic engine data analysis:

◆ Imminent component failure 
◆ Fuel system maladjustment 
◆ Turbo system health 
◆ Pilot operational errors

Beneficial for early detection as well as troubleshooting 
specific problems. Call or email to have your engine  
data professionally analyzed.

Specializing in the Cirrus aircraft –  
98% of our customers wear the initials “SR.”

AVIATION RESOURCES
101 Airport Avenue 
Cumberland, WI 54829 
715/822-5787 hangar 
715/491-1303 cell

Jim Barker, Owner, A&P/IA 
www.aviationvibes.com 

jim@aviationvibes.com

• Annuals

• Pre-buy evaluations

• AOG Service

• Prop strike experts

• Continental fuel 
system specialists

L A K E L A N D ,  F L O R I D A  ( K L A L )

customercare@fixedwingaviation.com 
www.fixedwingaviation.com

Your Cirrus troubleshooter 
of the Southeast 

Flying into 2022 like ... skies the limit ... !!! 

Oil Change Special 

$295
*single engine, oil filter & 8qts oil   

863-606-5757

21 Years of  
Industry Expertise
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What About Lycomings?
Lycoming exhaust valves use a completely dif-

ferent style of rotator and we don’t see them fail 

nearly as often, but it does happen occasionally. 

The Lycoming rotator is a small cap that sits on 

top of the valve stem and the photo above shows 

one that exhibits a deep linear groove worn by the 

tip of the rocker arm – a sure sign it’s not rotating. 

This one made it to 1,362 hours before the failure 

was discovered. Lapping the valve and replacing 

the rotator cap resulted in a much healthier-looking 

valve when it was borescoped again 10.7 hours later.

Here are the key takeaways: Burned valves aren’t 

your fault, they’re almost always a hardware prob-

lem. If you inspect your cylinders frequently (at 

least every 100 hours, 50 would be even better), 

you can catch valve issues early and avoid the 

need for cylinder removal. The borescope will show 

whether the valve is a viable candidate for lapping 

in place. Always replace the rotator when you do 

this. A follow-up borescope inspection 10 to 25 

hours later will hopefully confirm you dodged the 

bullet. Pulling the jug should always be treated as 

the last resort. 

Failed Lycoming rotator cap (left) 

resulted in a hot spot on this exhaust 

valve (center). Lapping the valve in 

place and installing a new rotator cap 

resulted in a healthy-looking valve 10.7 

hours later.

«

“Burned valves 
aren’t your fault, 
they’re almost 
always a hardware 
problem.”
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PLANEPLASTICS.COM
CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

1-866-307-5263
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CUSTOM ENGINE 
OVERHAULS

NEAR CHICAGO

“A TOP RATED SHOP” – Aviation Consumer, July 2013
Cirrus engine overhauls, repairs,  

and cylinder service for all models.

  800-397-8181   815-544-2300
www.poplargroveairmotive.com  e-mail: dallen@poplargroveairmotive.com

11619 Rt. 76, Poplar Grove, IL 61065

FAA Repair Station YYBR664L / EASA.145.6472
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http://www.rockymtnaircraft.com
http://www.sarasotaavionics.com
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Practical G1000 
Tips from a  
Cirrus Pilot
by Norbert Vorstädt

The advent of avionics systems like 

the Garmin G1000 has made naviga-

tion so ridiculously easy that aviators 

of the past would be jealous of us. They 

wouldn’t be able to believe the degree of 

perfection navigation has reached today.

Nevertheless, occasionally cockpit auto-

mation has some surprises for us, par-

ticularly for pilots like me who do not 

fly regularly, but in seasonal chunks. 

Admittedly, my situation is kind of unique. 

I live in Germany but usually visit the 

U.S. twice a year for a couple of weeks 

of intense flying. 

Together, my wife and I, who luckily is as 

enthusiastic about flying as I am, have 

visited almost every region in the U.S. and 

Canada over the past 20 years, mostly 

flying a Cirrus SR22. As we don’t own an 

airplane, we rent from flying clubs and 

cope with whatever avionics the aircraft 

offers; but about two-thirds of our flight 

time has been in G1000 cockpits. We 

have seen this system develop from its 

early versions to what it is today. As a 

diligent note keeper, I have collected an 

entire notebook full of remarks about 

kinks in the G1000’s user interface, 

deficiencies of my understanding of the 

system, and all the mistakes I have made. 

In this article, I want to share some of 

these notes and tips with you.

If I could name a single tool that has 

helped me over the years, it is Garmin’s 

G1000 Trainer software, also called 

the Perspective Trainer, in the version 

customized for the Cirrus SR22. About 

a month before we go on one of our 

extended trips, I start practicing with 

it and become proficient again in the 

G1000’s “buttonology.” The $35 I paid 

for this software was one of the best 

investments I’ve ever made. If you happen 

to have the G1000 Trainer installed on 

your PC at home, you might want to use 

it to reconstruct the following scenarios.

As a warmup, I start with an easy instru-

ment departure.

Joining an Airway  
on Departure
The majority of instrument flight training 

is dedicated to instrument approaches, 

not without reason. But as simple as 

many departure scenarios look, they 

NORBERT VORSTÄDT made his first flight 

in a Cirrus in 2004 and has since explored 

the American, Canadian and European 

skies with his wife Rosina. They have 

visited many places on a pilot’s bucket 

list including Alaska, Atlantic Canada 

and the Swiss Alps, in which they have 

kept a blog about their travels at www.

vorstaedt.de. Being a software developer 

by profession, Norbert loves to ana-

lyze user interfaces of aviation devices. 

He makes frequent use of the G1000 

Trainer which eventually led to his book 

“The G1000 Exercise Book” describing 

practical ways of becoming proficient on 

the G1000 or regaining currency after 

periods of inactivity. His book is available 

on Amazon and Apple Books. Questions 

and comments can be sent to Norbert 

at: TheG1000ExerciseBook@gmail.com

http://www.vorstaedt.de/
http://www.vorstaedt.de/
file:///C:\Users\fiege\Desktop\TheG1000ExerciseBook@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Joining V611  

south of NELGE intersection.
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can sometimes hold a surprise or two. 

One of these surprises greeted me when 

departing the Albuquerque Double Eagle 

II Airport (KAEG) to the north. After some 

initial vectors, we were just north of the 

airport when ATC asked me to join V611 

direct NELGE intersection (see Figure 1, 

upper right). This was not totally unex-

pected, as NELGE was the first way-

point of my flight plan. I had expected 

to receive vectors ending in “proceed 

direct NELGE,” and now had to quickly 

program the G1000 to join V611.

The easiest way to join V611 south of 

NELGE is certainly to add another way-

point before it, for example, NODME or 

ABQ, then activate the leg to NELGE and 

arm NAV mode … and that’s what I did. 

Thankfully my wife was my co-pilot and I 

could delegate that to her. Let’s consider 

alternative methods for a moment. How 

about doing a direct-to NELGE and set-

ting an inbound bearing of 023, which 

is the ABQ radial leading to NELGE (see 

Figure 2, right)? 

Clue No. 1: Radials are not identical to 

magnetic bearings! Airway V611 runs 

along the ABQ 023 radial, but this line 

Figure 2: Direct-to dialog 

with course set to 023°.

«
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happens to have another magnetic 

bearing, namely 028°. A difference of 5 

degrees! Surprised? So was I.

Why are VOR radials not perfectly aligned 

with magnetic bearings? The reason is 

that the magnetic field of Mother Earth 

changes; at most places only some arc 

minutes per year, but that adds up. When 

the ABQ VOR was installed in 1965, the 

magnetic variation at this location was 

13°E. Back then, it was calibrated for 

magnetic north, and its radials were 

perfectly aligned with the magnetic 

bearings. Looking at a current sectional 

chart, today’s magnetic variation is about 

8.5°E – the reason for the five-degree 

difference between today’s radials and 

bearings of the ABQ VOR. Why does the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) not 

re-adjust our VORs to keep both in sync? 

Besides being very labor-intensive, this 

would mean redefining all airways each 

year. Consider that the ABQ radial 023 is 

Figure 3: 

Joining 

V12 east of 

CARTY  

intersection.

«

Figure 4: Excerpt 

of ILS 07 Approach 

into KSBA.

«
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(continued on page 58)

still running over the same geographical 

locations as it did in 1965. It’s just no 

longer on a bearing of 023.

Besides these interesting findings about 

VOR radials, what did I learn from this 

little surprise on departure? 

Tip #1: If my first waypoint is at a bend 

of an airway, I will always include the 

previous waypoint in my G1000 flight 

plan as well. In our example, I would have 

programmed NODME, NELGE, SAF …

What if the first waypoint is not at the bend 

of an airway but in a straight segment? 

Doesn’t the same problem arise also in 

this case? Let’s, for example, assume 

that our first waypoint is CARTY on V12 

(see Figure 3, left). Fortunately, when 

we set a direct-to CARTY, the G1000 

will correctly intercept the airway, even 

if our intercept point falls before CARTY. 

Hence, the above tip only needs to be 

followed when the first waypoint is at a 

point where the airway changes direction.

Intercepting an Inter-
mediate Approach Leg
In the second scenario, we’ll look at a 

more straightforward ILS approach into 

Santa Barbara, California, and see what 

can go wrong in a situation when you  

least expect it. I was sim-flying the ILS 

07 approach into KSBA, coming from the 

north via the Gaviota VOR (GVO), when the 

following happened (see Figure 4, left).

I loaded and activated the ILS 07 into 

the G1000, selecting the GVO transi-

tion. When near YONNI intersection, I 

received instructions from my virtual ATC 

to descend to 2,700 feet, fly heading 

140, and was cleared for the approach. 

That put me on a course that intersected 

the final approach course about halfway 

between HABUT and GOYED (see figure 

5, above). I activated this leg and pressed 

the APR key on the autopilot, whereupon 

LOC and GS were shown as armed in the 

AFCS status box. The correct ILS fre-

quency had been loaded into NAV1 and 

NAV2 and properly identified. I expected 

the G1000 to intercept the final approach 

course and the CDI to auto-switch to 

LOC1 mode, neither of which happened! 

What had gone wrong?

Had GOYED been the final approach fix, 

everything would have happened to plan. 

But GOYED is an intermediate fix, hence 

the auto-switch to LOC1 did not work. 

Why did the G1000 not intercept the final 

approach course, but fly right through 

it? The current navigation source was 

still GPS, and the autopilot was waiting 

for the localizer signal to become active, 

which never happened as I was still in 

GPS mode. This is an example where 

manually switching the CDI from GPS 

to LOC1 would be appropriate. The fol-

lowing technique would have avoided 

this mishap:

Technique 1: While still in heading mode 

on a 140 heading, press the CDI softkey 

on the PFD to switch manually to LOC1 

navigation source.

Let’s step back for a second and ask: 
Why did I even consider pressing the APR 
key in this situation? The answer is I have 
always thought of APR mode as being an 
advanced version of NAV mode, just with 
a higher sensitivity in lateral direction and 
with vertical guidance. This might be true 
for some autopilots, but not the GFC700. 
It treats NAV and APR very differently. 
So, it’s important to understand these 

differences:

  » NAV mode intercepts whatever 
navigation source is momentarily 
selected. Had I gone into NAV 
mode, the GFC700 autopilot 
would have intercepted the leg 
HABUT – GOYED just fine. 

  » APR mode is not so indis-
criminate. The G1000 tries to be 
“smart” about the APR key. It 
does, for example, not intercept a 
GPS leg outside the context of an 
approach procedure. APR mode 
always intercepts the navigation 
source that is called for by the 
selected approach procedure, 
not the one that is currently 

selected as a navigation source.
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Figure 5: Intercepting 

leg HABUT – GOYED
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Lifts the nose-wheel off the 
ground for the best control!

• Pushing or pulling has never been this easy.

• 24V electric motor makes it easy to use with 
infinite speed control and pin point handling.

• Better control and easier hookups than  
a single wheel tug.

airtug@gmail.com • www.airtug.com 
800-972-5563

Airtug Model NFE-4

Money Back Guarantee!!

http://www.airtug.com
http://www.northpointaviation.net
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FEATURE (continued from page 54)

There are two lessons to be learned from this 

example: (1) APR mode is not just an exten-

sion of NAV mode by adding vertical guid-

ance, but a specialized mode reserved for 

flying approaches. (2) Press APR only after the 

navigation source prescribed by the approach 

procedure has been switched to – automatically 

or manually.

Here is yet another solution to the original prob-

lem, and the one I would prefer in hindsight:

Technique 2: Instead of activating the leg 

HABUT – GOYED, I could select vectors-to-final 

for the approach. The CDI will immediately be 

switched to LOC1, and all I have to do is simply 

press the APR key on the autopilot panel to arm 

the intercept – straight and simple.

Vectors-to-final has (for a long time) been 

frowned upon by some flight instructors, and 

that was justified in the times when the GNS430 

or the early G1000 deleted all intermediate 

waypoints from the flight plan when vectors-

to-final was selected. Newer software versions 

don’t do that anymore. The example above 

demonstrates how valuable vectors-to-final 

can indeed become.

Tip #2: Be careful when intercepting an interme-

diate leg of an ILS and use one of the techniques 

described above.

Figure 6: Using OBS mode for a visual 

approach into KSGU.

Figure 7: Cross-Track Error display

«

«
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OBS Mode for  
Visual Approaches
My next tip was inspired by a Papua, 

New Guinea bush pilot. Flying a precise 

traffic pattern into a typical bush loca-

tion is sometimes a challenge due to the 

lack of landmarks like roads and power 

lines. Instead, the dirt runway is often 

surrounded by a lot of uniformly look-

ing jungle. For orientation purposes, this 

pilot uses OBS mode when approaching 

his next destination, setting the runway 

direction as course. This produces a 

similar magenta line as in vectors-to-final 

mode, which helps visualize the exact 

courses for downwind, base and final 

approach (see Figure 6, left).

It also shows an exact readout of the 

cross-track error on downwind, showing 

how far your downwind leg is offset from 

the desired inbound course (see Figure 

7, lower left). Note that in the image, the 

CDI is slightly below full-scale deviation, 

which in terminal mode corresponds to an 

offset of 1.0 mile. For higher offsets, the 

amount will be displayed in numbers as 

shown on the left side. What helps further 

is that you can easily find the ideal wind 

correction by bringing the dashed gray 

line in correlation with the course needle.

What keeps us from using this simple 

technique when flying visually into an 

unfamiliar field? Perspective+ systems 

offer an even more elegant variation: 

visual approach guidance, which also 

offers informational vertical guidance. 

If you don’t have Perspective+ in your 

cockpit, this method may at least help 

you fly a precise pattern geometry, and 

that is often the recipe for consistently 

good landings.

Tip #3: Use OBS mode with your destina-

tion airport as target point and course 

set to your landing runway’s direction to 

improve situational awareness and fly a 

precise pattern. 
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CIRRUS AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTERS

A directory broken down by 
state in the U.S. and country 
internationally.

«

FAR WESTERN STATES

CALIFORNIA 
Aero Works (PAO) / 650-565-0063 / Palo Alto 
Channel Islands Aviation (CMA) / 805-987-1301 / Camarillo 
Coast Aviation Services, LLC (MYF) / 858-279-4359 / San Diego 
Coastal Valley Aviation (SMX) / 805-928-7701 / Santa Maria 
Foothill Aircraft Sales & Service (CCB) / 909-985-1977 / 
Upland 
Gryphon Aircraft Services (F70) / 951-698-4260 / Murrieta 
Kim Davidson Aviation Inc. (SMO) / 310-391-6293 / Santa 
Monica 
Martin Aviation (SNA) / 714-210-2945 / Santa Ana 
Mather Aviation LLC (MHR) / 916-364-4711 / Mather 
Mather Aviation LLC (MOD) / 209-577-6831 / Modesto 
Mather Aviation LLC (VNY) / 818-782-7473 / Van Nuys 
Scanlon Aviation (DVO) / 415-897-9787 /Novato (AD pg 60) 
Sierra Aero (TRK) / 530-359-8751 / Truckee 
Sierra Mountain Aviation, Inc. (GOO) / 530-273-5273 / Grass 
Valley 
TDL Aero Enterprises (MCE) / 209-722-7300 / Merced 
Woodland Aviation Inc. (DWA) / 530-759-6036 / Davis  
(AD pg 19)

HAWAII 
Hawaii Aero Mx LLC (HNL) / 808-838-7788 / Honolulu

NEVADA 
Lone Mountain Aviation (VGT) / 702-309-2200 / Las Vegas

OREGON 
Hillsboro Aviation Inc. (HIO) / 503-648-2831 / Hillsboro 
Jet Center (MFR) / 541-770-5314 / Medford 
Leading Edge Aviation, Inc. (BDN) / 541-383-8825 / Bend

WASHINGTON 
Ace Aviation Inc. (RNT) / 425-204-0845 / Renton 
Corporate Air Center (BVS) / 360-757-7757 / Burlington 
Northwest Flight Service (SFF) / 509-838-8883 / Spokane

MIDDLE WESTERN STATES

ARIZONA 
Glendale Aero Services (GEU) / 623-414-4935 / Glendale 
Keystone Aviation LLC (SDL) / 480-991-5387 / Scottsdale

COLORADO 
Arapahoe Aero (APA) / 303-799-8386 / Englewood 
Legacy Air, Inc. (BJC) / 303-404-0277 / Broomfield 
Vector Air (EIK) / 303-664-0633 / Erie

IDAHO 
Jackson Jet Center (BOI) / 208-383-3300 / Boise

KANSAS 
Wells Aircraft Inc. (HUT) / 620-663-1546 / Hutchinson

MONTANA 
Edwards Jet Center (BIL) / 406-252-0508 / Billings 
Rocky Mountain Aircraft Services (GPI) / 406-752-5810 / 
Kalispell (AD pg 50) 
Signature TechnicAir (BZN) / 406-388-3805 / Belgrade

NEBRASKA 
Ross Aviation Flight Maintenance (LNK) / 402-475-8600 
/ Lincoln

NEW MEXICO 
Santa Fe Aero Services, LLC (SAF) / 505-795-7900 / Santa Fe

NORTH DAKOTA 
Bismarck Aero Center (BIS) / 701-223-4754 / Bismarck 
Executive Air Taxi Corp. (BIS) / 701-258-5024 / Bismarck 
Fargo Jet Center Inc. (FAR) / 701-373-8840 / Fargo

OKLAHOMA 
Autopilots Central/Sparks Aviation (TUL) / 918-836-6418 
/ Tulsa

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Legacy Aviation LLC (Y14) / 605-368-2841 / Tea 
Quest Aviation (ABR) / 605-225-8008 / Aberdeen

TEXAS 
Abilene Aero Incorporated (ABI) / 325-677-2601 / Abilene 
Aerosmith Aviation Inc. (GGG) / 903-643-0898 / Longview 
Chuck’s Aircraft LLC (EDC) / 512-610-3111 / Pflugerville 
Cirrus Factory Service Center (TKI) / 214-856-4074 / McKinney 
Deer Horn Aviation (MAF) / 432-560-2470 / Midland 

El Paso Aero Inc. (ELP) / 915-779-3481 / El Paso 
Houston Aviation (SGR) / 281-494-5800 / Sugar Land 
Lubbock Aero (LBB) / 806-747-5101 / Lubbock 
McCreery Aviation Co. Inc. (MFE) / 956-686-1774 / McAllen

UTAH 
Above View Jet Center (SGU) / 435-688-8009 / St. George 
Advantage Aviation, LLC (U42) / 801-755-5398 / West Jordan 
Leading Edge Aviation (LGU) / 435-752-5955 / Logan

WYOMING 
Choice Aviation (COD) / 307-587-9262 / Cody 
Soaring Aviation, LLC (CPR) / 307-401-0990 / Casper

NORTH CENTRAL / GREAT LAKES STATES

ILLINOIS 
Byerly Aviation (PIA) / 309-697-6300 / Peoria 
Chicago Aviation Services, LLC (DPA) / 630-338-3833 / 
West Chicago 
Chronos Aviation, LLC (RFD) / 815-987-4100 / Rockford 
Ideal Aviation (CPS) / 618-337-5845 / Sauget

INDIANA 
Aircraft Specialists Inc. (JVY) / 812-246-4696 / Sellersburg 
First Wing Jet Center (TYQ) / 317-769-4487 / Zionsville 
Gary Jet Center, Inc. (GYY) / 219-944-1210 / Gary 
Sweet Aviation LLC (SMD) / 260-267-5505 / Fort Wayne 
Tri State Aero Incorporated (EVV) / 812-426-1221 / Evansville

IOWA 
Classic Aviation Inc. (PEA) / 641-628-9393 / Pella (AD pg 13) 
Estherville Aviation (EST) / 712-362-2761 / Estherville 
Jet Air Incorporated (IOW) / 319-248-1200 / Iowa City 
Sponder Aviation Maintenance (SUX) / 712-574-8727 / 
Sioux City

MICHIGAN 
Aviation Center, Inc. (ARB) / 734-662-6806 / Ann Arbor 
FLYBY AIR (MKG) / 231-798-2126 / Muskegon 
Kalamazoo Aircraft (AZO) / 269-381-0790 / Kalamazoo 
Waterford Aviation (PTK) / 248-724-2400 / Waterford

MINNESOTA 
Cirrus Factory Service Center (DLH) / 218-269-9206 / Duluth 
Great Planes Aviation, LLC (RST) / 507-218-4700 / Rochester 
Monaco Air Duluth (DLH) / 218-727-2911 / Duluth 
NorthPoint Aviation (BRD) / 218-829-3398 / Brainerd (AD pg 57) 
Premier Jet Center (FCM) / 952-697-3170 / Eden Prairie 
Quality Aviation Incorporated (FBL) / 507-332-0140 / Fairbault 
Twin Cities Aviation (ANE) / 763-784-9165 / Blaine

MISSOURI 
Mistwood Aviation Services, LLC (SUS) / 314-200-2650 / 
Chesterfield

WISCONSIN 
Jet Air Group (GRB) / 920-497-4900 / Green Bay 
Wisconsin Aviation Inc. (MSN) / 608-268-5000 / Madison  
(AD pg 18) 
Wisconsin Aviation Inc. (RYV) / 920-261-4567 / Watertown  
(AD pg 18)

NORTHEAST STATES

CONNECTICUT 
US Flight Aircraft Maintenance (DXR) / 914-288-8088 / 
Danbury

KENTUCKY 
MidAmerica Aircraft Services, LLC (OWB) / 270-903-8870 
/ Owensboro 
Thoroughbred Aviation Maintenance Inc. (LEX) / 859-255-
1902 / Lexington (AD pg 8)

MAINE 
Maine Aviation Aircraft Maintenance LLC (PWM) / 207-780-
1811 / Portland

MARYLAND 
AvDyne AeroServices LLC (BWI) / 410-859-3917 / Glen Burnie

MASSACHUSETTS 
FlightLevel Aviation (OWD) / 781-769-8680 / Norwood 
Mike Goulian Aviation (PYM) / 774-343-1688 / Plymouth 
Twin City Airmotive (FIT) / 978-342-8700 / Fitchburg

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Infinity Aviation Services (ASH) / 603-598-4526 / Nashua

NEW JERSEY 
Paragon Aircraft Service, Inc. (CDW) / 973-575-0364 / 
Fairfield

NEW YORK 
Boshart Enterprises & Aircraft Services (GVQ) / 585-344-
1749 / Batavia 
Nassau Flyers (FRG) / 631-454-0626 / Farmingdale 
Performance Flight (HPN) / 914-397-1444 / West Harrison

OHIO 
First Flight Aviation (MGY) / 937-885-5580 / Miamisburg  
(AD pg 40) 
FlightLogix LLC (LUK) / 513-321-1200 / Cincinnati 
G Force Aviation Incorporated (CAK) / 330-499-9790 / 
North Canton 
Lone Mountain Aircraft Maint. (SGH) / 937-689-6586 / 
Springfield 
MRK Aviation (LPR) / 440-323-7000 / Elyria 
Ohio State University Airport (OSU) / 614-292-5653 / 
Columbus

PENNSYLVANIA 
Advanced Lancaster LP (LNS) / 717-735-5179 / Lititz 
AirQuest Aviation (BTP) / 724-586-6023 / Butler 
flyADVANCED (LOM) / 215-646-0400/ Blue Bell

VERMONT 
Heritage Aviation (BTV) / 802-863-3626 / South Burlington

VIRGINIA 
Delta Fox Aviation (HEF) / 703-438-8450 / Manassas 
Dominion Aviation Services, Inc. (FCI) / 804-271-7793 / North 
Chesterfield 
Freedom Aviation (LYH) / 434-582-3059 / Lynchburg 
Million Air – Richmond (RIC) / 804-222-3700 / Richmond

SOUTH EASTERN STATES

ALABAMA 
Aeropro (JKA) / 833-237-6776 / Gulf Shores 
Continental Services (CQF) / 251-990-5080 / Fairhope  
Southern Sky Aviation (BHM) / 205-703-9737 / Birmingham

ARKANSAS 
Central Flying Service (LIT) / 501-975-9351 / Little Rock

FLORIDA 
Advanced Aircraft Center (TMB) / 305-259-8291 / Miami 
APG Aviation (PGD) / 941-575-8605 / Punta Gorda 
East Coast Aviation Service, Inc. (SUA) / 772-781-0610 / 
Stuart 
Flightline Group Incorporated (TLH) / 850-574-4444 / 
Tallahassee 
Millennial Technologies, LLC (FXE) / 954-489-9091 / Ft. 
Lauderdale  
Sarasota Avionics & Maintenance (TPF) / 866-539-4078 / 
Tampa (AD pg 50) 
Southeast Aero Services Inc. (SGJ) / 904-824-1899 / St. 
Augustine 
University Air Center (GNV) / 352-335-4681 / Gainesville

GEORGIA 
Augusta Aviation, Inc. (DNL) / 706-733-8970 / Augusta 
DLK Aviation Incorporated (RYY) / 770-427-4954 / Kennesaw 
Epps Aviation (PDK) / 770-458-9851 / Atlanta 
Romanair WDR, Inc. (WDR) / 770-867-4001 / Winder

LOUISIANA 
Glencoe Aviation (REG) / 225-644-3088 / Gonzales 
JPS Aviation, LLC (MLU) / 318-387-0236 / Monroe 
Tubreaux Aviation (DTN) / 318-510-4330 / Shreveport

NORTH CAROLINA 
Aerowood Aviation (EQY) / 980-263-9025 / Monroe 
Aircare Aviation Inc. (RWI) / 252-977-1717 / Elm City 
Elite Aircraft Maintenance, LLC (TTA) / 919-665-1233 / Sanford

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Eagle Aviation (CAE) / 803-822-5555/ West Columbia 
Interstate Turbine (CHS) / 843-554-9191 / North Charleston 
PF Flyers Inc. (GMU) / 864-252-4289/ Greenville (AD pg 49) 
Precision Air (MNI) / 803-478-4764 / Manning
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TENNESSEE 
Cirrus Factory Service Center (TYS) / 865-980-8702 / Alcoa 
Corporate Flight Management Inc. (MQY) / 615-534-4600 / 
Smyrna 
Horizon Avionics Inc. (TYS) / 865-980-7858 /Alcoa 
Tennessee Aircraft Services (MKL) / 731-424-7227 / Jackson

OUTSIDE THE USA

ARGENTINA 
Cielo S.A. (SADF) / (54) 11 4714 2002 / San Fernando

AUSTRALIA 
Aero Jacks (YPJT) / (61) 08 9414-7770 / Jandakot 
Aero Service Pty Ltd (YPPF) / (61) 08 8250-2000 / Adelaide 
Air Gold Coast Pty Ltd (YBCG) / (61) 07 5536-2822 / 
Coolangatta 
Blue Demon Aviation (YMMB) / (61) 03 9857 1502 / Mentone 
Regalair Pty Ltd (YSBK) / (61) 02 9796 3425 / Sydney 
Sigma Aerospace (YSTW) / (61) 02 6760 7644 / Tamworth

AUSTRIA 
Urbe Aero GmbH (LOAN) / (43) 2622 35123 / Wiener Neustadt

BRAZIL 
ABA Manutenção de Aeronaves Ltd. (SNDH) / (55) 077 3613 
1713 / Barreiras 
Aeromecanica Ltda (SBBI) / (55) 41 3888 3240 / Curitiba 
Aeroplace Manutenção de Aeronaves Ltda. (SSVI) / (55) 41 
9628 2880 / Videira 
America do Sul Servicos (SDCO) / (55) 15 3313 2267 / Sorocaba 
Aristek Comércio Aeronáutico Ltda (SBMT) / (55) 11 222 
44355 / Sao Paulo 
Manal - Manutenção Alagoana de Aeronaves Ltda (SNML) / 
(55) 82 4009 2000 / Rio Largo 
Top Aviation Manutenção de Aeronaves LTDA - ME (SDEN) 
/ (55) 47 99247-4259 / Porto Belo

CANADA 
Air Partners (YKZ) / 416-885-8900 / Markham 
Foster Aircraft Maintenance (YBW) / 403-286-0550 / Calgary 
Hanfield Aviation (YHU) / 450-676-6299 / St. Hubert 
Professional Aircraft Maintenance (ZBB) / 604-952-4631 
/ Delta 
Tri City Aero Maintenance (YKF) / 519-648-2044 / Breslau 
WAAS Aerospace (YQB) / 855-247-6661 / Quebec City

CHANNEL ISLANDS 
Aircraft Servicing Guernsey Ltd. (EGJB) / (44) 1481 265750 / Guernsey

CHILE 
Aerocardal Limitada (SCEL) / (56) 2 3777400 / Santiago

CHINA 
AVIC General Service Company (ZGUH) / (86) 756 7688693 
/ Zhuhai, Guangdong

COLOMBIA 
Synerjet (SKMD) / (57) 310 590 59171 / Medellin, Antioquia

CZECH REPUBLIC 
Hradecka Letecka Servisni s.r.o. (LKHK) / (420) 606 790 881 
/ Hradec Kralove 
OK Aviation Service s.r.o. (LKPM) / (420) 31 86 90644 / Pribram

DENMARK 
UNI-FLY AS (EKOD) / (45) 6595 5044 / Odense

FRANCE 
Aerolithe Support (LFPP) / (33) 344 60 69 55 / Ermenonville 
Airbus Flight Academy Europe (LFBU) / (33) 545 32 75 75 
/ Cognac 
Farman Aero Maintenance Avignon (LFMV) / (33) 139 562 
017/ Avignon Montfavet 
Farman Aero Maintenance (LFPN) / (33) 139 562 017 / 
Toussus-le-Noble

GERMANY 
Augsburg Air Service GmbH (EDMA) / (49) 821 70030 / Augsburg 
CD Aircraft Maintenance GmbH (EDAZ) / (49) 33731 70640 
/ Trebbin 
Röder Präzision GmbH (EDFE) / (49) 6103 4002678 / Egelsbach

GREECE 
Greek Air Aviation Services S. A. (LGMG) / (30) 210 6020609 
/ Koropi

GUATEMALA 
Aeromotores y Transportes, S. A. (MGGT) / (502) 24442444 
/ Guatemala City

ICELAND 
Arctic Helicopters (BIRK) / (354) 863 4000 / Reykjavík

ITALY 
Diamond Aero SRL (LIRU) / (39) 06 6931 9805 / Roma 
Professional Aviation Service SRL (LIKO)/ (39) 051 795009 
/ Ozzano Emilia

JAPAN 
Hiratagakuen Academic Corporate Body (RJBE) / (81) 78 
304 5725 / Kobe-Shi 
JGAS Kagoshima Maintenance Center (RJFK) / (81) 995-58-
5051 / Kirishima City

KOREA 
Cirrus Korea (RKSS) / (82) 2 2662 5594 / Seoul

MEXICO 
Aerotron-Servicios Aeros Corporativos (MMGL) / (52) 333 
284 2300 / Guadalajara

NETHERLANDS 
General Enterprises b.v. (EHGG) / (31) 5030 96060 / Eelde

NEW ZEALAND 
Avcraft Engineering NZ Ltd. (NZFI) / (64) 6212 0920 / Feilding

POLAND 
Aero Poznan Maintenance (EPPO) / (48) 61 847 47 73 / 
Poznan, Wielkopolskie 
Wojskowe Zaklady Lotnicze (EPBY) / (48) 52 36 28 601 / 
Bydgoszcz, Kujawsko Pomorskie

PUERTO RICO 
Caribbean Aircraft Maintenance (TJIG) / 787-722-7122 / 
San Juan

SOUTH AFRICA 
CSA Aviation (FALA) / (27) 11 701 3835 / Gauteng

SPAIN 
Heliswiss Iberica, S.A. (LELL) / (34) 937 206090 / Sabadell, 
Barcelona

SWITZERLAND 
AeLo Maintenance S. A. (LSZL) / (41) 91 745 3388 / Gordola 
Aero Group S.A. (LSGC) / (41) 79 435 4338 / La Chaux-de-Fonds

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
Warter Aviation Mena (OMAD) / (971) 5 6372 7102 / Abu Dhabi

UK 
Multiflight Ltd. (EGNM) / (44) 113 2387100 / Leeds 
Oriens Maint. Services Ltd. (EGKB) (44) 1959 573106 / Kent 
RGV Aviation Limited (EGBJ) / (44) 1452 855501 / 
Cheltenham

VENEZUELA 
Tecnicos Aereos Cimaut (SVCS) / (58) 239 225 7555 / Charallave
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